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Dear Parents and Carers,
We hope that this week has allowed you to return some form of
normality and focus once again on those areas of your life that
you may not have had time for recently. From our perspective, it
has been wonderful to have all the children back in school,
where they should be, learning in their classroom with their
teacher. The children have been great and are re-establishing
their routines with their classes. Having spoken to the children,
many of them are so pleased to be back in school with their
friends. One child even commented about how his friends support him with his
learning so he has found it has helped him academically too. This recognition
that we learn from each other as well as from our teachers is such a mature
thing to recognise and will help our children to see that learning is for life, not
just school.
Having spent a week now operating with older siblings coming into the building
in the morning just after the younger classes, we would like to make a slight
tweak. Now, all children in KS1 will come in at 8:40am as they have been doing.
Then siblings of KS1 are invited to follow in straight away after the KS1 class has
entered. They should go straight to their classrooms and wash their hands
before putting away their things and getting ready for the day. This is another
step closer to the way we used to operate. The rest of KS2 should arrive for
8:45am. All pupils should therefore be in the building by 8:50am when the
gates will close.
At the end of the day, instead of older pupils coming to the younger child’s
gate, please go round to collect them at 3:20pm from their usual class gate.
This will ensure that pupils are only handed over to the parent or named
person collecting them.
Mr Gray, Mr Hillerton and Ms May
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Upcoming Diary Dates
2020/21
W/c Monday 15th March 2021
Parent Consultations
Friday 19th March 2021
Red Nose Day - Wear red
Thursday 1st April 2021 1.00pm Finish
Last Day of Term
Monday 19th April 2021
First Day of Term
Monday 3rd May 2021
Bank Holiday

Tuesday 25th May 2021
Tempest Individual School Photographs
Mon 31st May 2021 - Fri 4th June 2021
Half Term
Friday 16th July 2021 1.00pm Finish
Last Day of Term
Mon 19th July - Tues 20th July 2021
INSET Days - School closed to Pupils

We send our love
and congratulations
to Mrs Cherrett
and her family
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We would like to wish a very Happy Birthday to all our
pupils celebrating their birthday in March!

Vienna - Year 4
Dexter - Year 5

Freddie - Foundation
Azariah - Year 1
Grace - Year 2

w/c 15th March

For the remainder of this term a menu for the following week will be sent out in
Schoolcomms by the close of play on a Wednesday.

School Lunches
Please remember to order lunches in advance. Late or missing orders can cause upset to
the children and place a considerable strain on the system as the lunch service is a
particularly busy time of day.
Please ensure your child either has a home packed lunch, or that a lunch order is placed
by 8am via www.aspens-services.co.uk/meals. If you miss the 8am deadline, please
inform the school as soon as possible if your child needs a school lunch that day.
If your child is absent for any reason, please cancel their lunch order before 8am where
possible, otherwise the school will be charged. Thank you!
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Our Book Recommendations
from the School Council
Our School Council members have been submitting their book recommendations for
their peers.

“Well done Secret Seven” by Enid Blyton
I think this book is fun for Years 3,4,5 and 6. It is about 7 children making a great tree house and they have a fantastic mystery in their hands. I enjoyed this book because there’s a boy
called Jeff who has a fun little kitty. I like the author because
she makes me want to be a great member of the Secret Seven. I
want to read more about the Secret Seven. This book is really
fun, exciting and fantastic. by Bethany - Yr 3
Book recommendation – Roisin - Yr 1 Book recommendation – Vienna - Yr 4
Name of book and author/illustrator

Name of book and author/illustrator

The Tiger Who Came to Tea

Shadow

By Judith Kerr

By Michael Morpurgo

What year group or year
groups do you think this book is most
suitable for?

What year group or year
groups do you think this book is most
suitable for?

Foundation and Year 1

Years 4-5

What is the book about?

What is the book about?

It’s about a tiger who came to Sophie’s
house for tea.

A dog that becomes a constant companion.

Why did you enjoy the book and why do
you think other children should read it?
I like the tiger and what he does while at
Sophie’s house. It made me laugh.
Choose 3 words to describe the book that
would make someone else want to read
it.

Why did you enjoy the book and why do
you think other children should read it?
I enjoyed this book because it is a loving and
kind story. You should read it because it
might make you feel calm and comforted.
Choose 3 words to describe the book that
would make someone else want to read it.
Loving, quite sad and calm.
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Foundation
Foundation Class celebrated the Chinese New Year—Nigel told us a lot about Chinese
New Year. He had a special feast, and received gifts of money in red envelopes. He also
taught us to say happy new year – kung hei fat choi!
Nigel

Lottie

Jamie

Dragon Dance

Welly
Wednesday

Paper planes zoomed and
soared through the air!

Phoebe’s natural story map

Hot Chocolate - mmmmm

Whatever Next! by Jill Murphy

Ready to go to the moon –
just like Baby Bear!

Theo L and Isabell thought about what they would take on a
trip to the moon!

Theo L

Isabell

Isabell found out some facts about Mars

Sophie expects to see the owl from the story!

Elijah thought that he would see space junk if he
looked out of the rocket window!

Jude

We are starting to notice a
change in the seasons. The days
are getting longer, the bulbs
which we planted in the foundation garden are flowering and
look really pretty (thank you
CPSA!), and we can just see some
leaf buds on the trees. The
weather is changing too – Jude
and Freddie have been keeping
weather diaries which show how
much the weather in Spring can
change from day to day.

Freddie

Jack created a collage to show the changing sea
In school the children worked together to paint a background for our transport project. We are looking forward to all our class being back together so that we can all make pictures of different forms of
transport to stick onto our background.

Jacob and Harry

We have all been working hard at maths.

Neha, Owen and James used a number line to complete some subtraction number sentences

Owen
Eoin used his phonic knowledge to
compose and write a super sentence

James

Neha

Foundation

Year 1
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Year 1
Year 1 we have been focusing on Go Wild: in the Rainforest in all of our subjects.

William

Georgie
Ben

Roisin

Alexander

Henry S

Year 2
In maths Year 2 have been learning all about statistics. We have shown data as tally
charts and pictograms and have been answering questions about the data presented.

Alexander

Emelia
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In Computing we have been learning how to edit photos using online software called PIXLR.
We experimented with changing the colours, brightness, blurring and swirling and adding text
and drawings to our photos and then created this Padlet Gallery for them.

Year 2

Year 3
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Year 3
Charlie

Here are some examples of our animal shape poems

Eva

Bethany

Archie

Nathan

Grace
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Can you guess what the Art
Challenge was this week?
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Year 4

Year 4 reading Padlet
In PHSE we were leaning about
understanding our emotions

Eva

Tilly

Ryan
Evie

Omkar
Calm art project
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Year 4 Have been creating film reviews about a film of their choice and then designing a poster
with the key presentational features of a film poster to catch the audience’s attention
Omkar

Max

Charlotte
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Year 5
We have been learning about the different parts of a plant and how plants reproduce.
The children in Year 5 have created posters to show their knowledge of the different
parts of a plant.

Jack

Mallika

William

Summer

Year 5

Year 6
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Year 6
We have been reading the book called 'Dragonology' and then the children had to write
their own -ology texts!
What is Catology?

Emily

Catology is the study of cats, a lesser-known Arcane science, and is based around these mystical creatures like never seen
before, whose strange, unknown qualities have baffled scientists for centuries. Some people believe that Catology is the most
difficult of the Sciences because it has been studied for decades and is complicated and confusing. As a consequence, it is not
a shock that there is little we can confirm about these out-of-this-world creatures. To become a catologist, you must be
prepared to delve into the hidden world of all cats from the majestic Sphynx cat to the ancient Abyssinnian puss, to your
so-called-ordinary house pet; one thing is for certain- it won’t be easy.
Subheading/Coordinating conjunction/Subject-specific vocabulary/Subordinate clause/Conjunction

Disbelievers
As catologists, we must forever be prepared to argue with critics, who are always ready to try to prove us wrong. Although
irritating, we must continue to ignore those who harass us. Catologists must also keep secrets about a cat; they prefer to
keep their incredible talents hidden from humans. Cats and Catologists alike must endeavour to keep these numerous gifts
veiled from the world- this can be a frustrating job at times!
Relative clause/Fronted adverbial/Semi-colon/Exclamation mark

Cats in Myths
Cats have been in many myths, which are widely known about, since the first evolved mankind. The most famous one is that
the first, normal cats were worshipped as gods by the Ancient Egyptians. Another myth that you have possibly heard is that
cats have nine lives. Since then, the nine lives myth has been proven wrong because studies have shown that a cat has an
ordinary life. However these timeless myths have not failed to bamboozle scientists for years.

Embedded clause/Expanded noun phrase/Subordinate clause/Modal verb

Cats in Study
Since looking into cat behaviour, a number of explanations can be developed. One explanation for a cat’s glowing eyes is that
a mirror can be found at the back of the pupil, which reflects light (called a tapetum). This explains why many think a cat has
night-vision, a common assumption made by most of whom are not familiar with cats. The reason that the old-fashioned
myth, a cat has nine lives, was created because a cat can survive in seemingly perilous situations. The real explanation is
actually that a cat has an extremely flexible spine, unlike a human, meaning that cats can perform stunts beyond human
capabilities.
Word from ⅚ spelling list/Brackets/Comma/Compound adjectives

Evolution of Cats
As you most likely know, cats evolved from lions, tigers, leopards and wildcats - inheriting some talents such as: a cat’s
impeccable hunting skills, excellent eyesight and perfect paws for padding silently. Their hunting skills are useful for catching
creatures like rabbits and hare, whereas cat’s different shades of hair and fur are great for blending in. Evolving takes long
periods of time- often over centuries- and a cat’s was no different. This evolution explains some of your everyday cat’s
qualities.
Apostrophe/Homophone/Dash/Independent clause

The C.A.T. in cat
C: Calmness; a student must always be calm and collected around cats as it can be hard to regain friendship.
A: Attention; any Catologist is always attentive to a cat’s mood.
T: Territory; you must always allow a cat its own space and territory, unless necessary.
Semicolon/Bullet point/5/6 spelling

What is phoenixology?

Matthew P

Phoenixology is the study of phoenixes and is not very well known in the
community as of when I am writing this. It is by far the most rewarding of all the
arcane sciences as of the sheer beauty of a phoenix if you were lucky enough to
come across one. As soon as you saw a phoenix, it would feel like your life was
complete and you should count yourself lucky as few people have ever seen one. It
depends on who tells you the story but usually the phoenix dies after 1000 years of
living but is reborn with a huge burst of flames and is one of the most spectacular
things you will probably ever see.
Ignoring the sceptics
Many people you come across will refuse to believe you , and even though they are
wrong you should not persuade them otherwise. There is no point. There is no
changing their minds. If you can get proof, that is another story. If you can
physically take them to a phoenix they will be so awestruck they will have to believe
you.
Phoenixes in mythology
There are many different variations of the story. In all the stories a phoenix is a
majestic bird that is able to be reborn in a burst of flames. Again, this part varies but
most of the old tales say that the phoenix resides in paradise. Paradise is where
everything is perfect, like heaven. Even though these tales say it lives in paradise,
there have been many accounts that tell otherwise. The phoenix's appearance is
like no other and is widely believed to be red and yellow.
Phoenixes in science

Little is known about phoenixes in science and it is not a widely researched topic
among the science community. Almost no one has dared to venture and search for
the phoenix. It is a dangerous path and only three people have ever dared to go.
Those 3 people were: Dr Trabred, Dr Yartes and Sir Pogue. They were a huge
benefit towards the scientific community and helped phoenixologists progress even
further.
The Evolution of Phoenixology
Phoenixology started back in Ancient Greece, when the stories were first told. Their
technology was not advanced enough to study properly on the phoenix. They
passed the responsibility of studying the phoenix down generation after generation
until it got to today. We have enough technology to continue their legacy properly
and discover everything about the phoenix.
The five P’s
The five P’s are the keys to success. The five P’s are:
Pleasure - Only search for phoenixes if you want to.
Preparation - You always need to prepare.
Process - You always need a process to go through.
Progress - Progress is key. You build up to the final point of finding a phoenix.
Proof - No one will believe you if you don’t have proof.

